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I would like to reflect on one of the high 

school Common Core State Standards for 

Mathematics (CCSS-M). It is the geometry 

recommendation:  
 

G.C.1: Prove that all circles are similar. 
 

The CCSS-M has done a careful job setting 

the stage for this in the upper elementary 

and middle school grades by developing 

solid intuitive understanding of “congruent” 

and “similar” shapes. Essentially … 
 

   Early grades: Two shapes are the 

      “same” if one could pick up one of    

     the figures and place it down on top of  

     the other so that all sides and angles and  

     areas and curved bits line up perfectly.  
 

In these early grades students complete a 

significant amount of hands-on work 

playing with reflections, translations and 

rotations, building up internalized 

understanding of their effects on lines, 

angles, parallel lines, and the like, so that by 

the end of their middle-school careers, 

students can answer: 
 

   Eighth Grade: What, precisely, does “pick  

     up” mean?  
 

     Well, it is not “picking it up” exactly,  

     but to be able to perform a series of  

     translations and rotations and reflections  

     so that all the vertices and edges of one  

     figure are mapped on to the vertices and  

     edges of the second figure in some order. 
 

If such a sequence of translations, rotations 

and/or reflections can be found, then we say 

the two figure are congruent. 
 

Also in eighth grade a fourth transformation, 

the “dilation,” is introduced as a means of 

capturing a notion of scale.  (And students 

have been examining scaled figures and 

diagrams all through the earlier grades too.)   
 

Definition: A dilation with scale factor 

0k >  ( 1k ≠ ) and center point P  is the 

transformation that takes a point Q  

(different from P ) in the plane to the point 

'Q  so that: 

i) P , Q  and 'Q  are collinear 

ii) | ' | | |PQ k PQ= . 

 
Informally: A dilation “pushes” points away 

from P  by a constant factor k . (Actually, if 

0 1k< < , then a dilation “pulls points in.”) 
 

   Eighth Grade: Two planar figures are  

      similar if there is a sequence of  

      translations, reflections and rotations,  

      followed by a dilation, that maps one  

      figure onto the other.    
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All is now set to prove that all circles are 

similar. Here’s how: 
 

Theorem: Any two circles are similar. 
 

Proof: Given a circle of radius r  and a 

second circle of radius R , perform a 

translation so that their centers coincide. 
 

 
 

A dilation from the common center of the 

circles with scale factor 
R

k
r

=  takes the 

points of one circle and maps them onto the 

second.  
 

Thus we have mapped one circle onto the 

other via a translation and a dilation. The 

circles are similar.    □ 
 

BONUS LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE!  

The value of pi is the same for all circles. 
 

Proof: Pi is defined as the ratio of the 

circumference C of a circle to its diameter 

D :                   
C

D
π =  

 
As all circles are similar, any second circle 

is scaled version of a given one, and so has 

all lengths scaled by some consistent factor 

k  (the scale of the dilation between them). 

Its diameter is thus kD and circumference is 

kC , and its ratio “circumference to 

diameter” is 
kC C

kD D
π= = , the same value!  

     □ 

This is brilliant! 

 

 
TANTON THINKS TOO MUCH! 

The geometry we study in school is the flat 

geometry of the plane, not the geometry of 

the Earth’s surface (spherical geometry) or 

the geometry of the universe near a black 

hole (whatever that turns out to be). But 

everything defined and studied so far works 

just as brilliantly well for the geometry of a 

sphere.  
 

Just to be clear: 
 

Definition: A circle on any surface (be it a 

plane or a sphere) is a set of points 

equidistant from a given point P , called the 

center of the circle. 
 

Residents of the surface can make a circle 

by fixing one end of a rope at P , pulling it 

taut along the surface of the ground they live 

on, and swinging the taut rope around one 

full turn, tracing the path of the second rope-

end. The length of the rope is the radius of 

the circle.  

 
A SPHERICAL CIRCLE 

To us, viewing from above, the radius looks 
“curved.” For those living on the surface, 

the radius looks “straight.” 
 

“Theorem:” Any two spherical circles are 

similar. 
 

“Proof:”One can slide (that is, translate) any 

circle on the surface of a sphere so that its 

center lies at the north pole. And one can 

perform dilations on the surface of a sphere. 
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(The same “push points away by a factor k ” 

idea works just fine.)  
 

So given any two circles, one of radius r  

and another of radius R , translate them so 

that their centers lie at the north pole and 

perform a dilation with scale factor 
R

k
r

= . 

 
This transforms one into the other and so the 

two circles are similar.   □ 
 

BONUS “LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE!”  

The value of pi is the same for all circles. 
 

“Proof:” Since any two circles are similar, if 

one has circumference C  and diameter D , 

the other has circumference kC  and 

diameter kD . The ratios 
C

D
and 

kC

kD
 are the 

same!     □ 
 

Equally brilliant! 
 

The trouble is that this is not true: The value 

of pi changes from circle to circle on the 

surface of a sphere! For example, the 

equator is a circle with circumference C  

and radius one quarter of this: / 4R C= . 

Thus 2
2 / 2

C C

R C
π = = =  for this circle. 

 
For a very small circle on the surface of a 

sphere, its radius very closely matches the  

length of a straight line radius, and so the 

value of π  for a small circle is close to that 

of a planar circle, about 3.141. 

 
For a small spherical circle, the 

length of the curved blue radius closely 

matches the length of the straight  

green radius. 
 

Question: Is there a spherical circle whose 

value π  is exactly the same as that for a 

planar circle (3.141592.... )? What is the 

range of possible π -values for circles on the 

surface of a sphere? 
 

So, what’s wrong? 
 

 
SOMETHING IS HIDDEN 

We have made the assumption in our 

“Bonus Logical Consequences” that 

dilations change lengths of segments – be 

they curved or straight – by the same scale 

factor k . (A diameter changes by a factor k  

and a circumference change by a factor k .) 

This assumption feels “right” for circles in a 

plane (after all, for some reason, we do want 

to believe that the value of π  is constant 

here), but must be wrong for circles on a 

sphere. We a priori seem to have internal 

beliefs about what we would like to be true.  
 

So… What precisely do we want to believe 

about dilations? And, importantly, how do 

we determine when it is appropriate to 

believe what we want to believe?  
 

As with all research, one starts by “playing” 

with ideas and getting a feel for matters. The 

Common Core State Standards have 

students do this with dilations. In the early 

grades students are expected to experiment 

with rulers and protractors and with 

geometry software to examine properties of 

scale and dilation. Educators help students 

catalogue properties that seem true and feel 

right: 
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For a dilation with scale factor k it seems: 

i) Straight line segments are taken to 

straight line segments. 

ii) Angles between straight line 

segments do not change. 

iii) The length of any straight line 

segment changes by the same 

factor k . 

iv) A pair of parallel lines are 

transformed into a second pair 

of parallel lines 

v) The only curve that maps onto itself 

under a dilation is a straight 

line through the center of the 

dilation. 

And so on.  
 

From properties i), ii) and iii) (if we believe 

them) it follows that dilations take triangles 

to triangles, squares to squares, polygons to 

polygons with matching angles and 

matching side lengths (matching with a 

consistent scale factor). 
 

 
 

Explore: Does it seem to be the case that 

circles are taken to circles under dilations? 

(Even ones not centered appropriately?) 
 

Comment: One can argue from properties i) 

and iii) that dilations take curved segments 

of length L  to curved segments of length 

kL : Approximate a curved segment C of 

length L by a path composed of straight line 

segments. This straight-segment path has 

length very close to L . 

 
Each straight segment is transformed to 

another straight segment with length 

increased by a factor k . It follows that the 

image of C  is well approximated by a 

straight-segment path of length kL . If we 

use smaller and smaller straight-line 

segments this approximation becomes more 

and more exact. It follows that the length of 

image of C  must actually be kL .    
 

So we see that the properties i), ii) and iii) of 

dilations are key to making everything work.  
 

But do we believe them? Is it actually 

obvious that straight lines are taken to 

straight lines under the action of “pushing 

away” from a point? I personally find that a 

remarkable idea, hard to believe on an 

intuitive level. 

 

 
A PERSONAL SIDE STORY: 

I must have been an unusual child. Although 

we did not study dilations in my school-

geometry course, we were introduced to 

Pythagoras’s theorem in this same 

constructive way. My teacher asked each 

student in the class (there were 35 of us) to 

draw three examples of right triangles on a 

piece of paper, measure the side-lengths of 

each, calling them a, b and c (of course!), 

compute 
2a , 

2b  and 
2c , and notice that 

2 2a b+  always seems to equal 
2c . I 

remember all my colleagues agreeing that 

this seemed to be the case every time and 

concluding that the result must be true in 

general. I wasn’t convinced and I raised my 

hand: “How do we know that this isn’t just 

coincidence? Maybe, by luck, it worked 

105  times in a row. Or maybe it is not 

really working at all and our measuring 

techniques are too imprecise? Has anyone 

checked a right triangle the size of Australia 

where discrepancies might show?” My 

teacher’s response to me was affecting. He 

said: “Go back and draw another three right 

triangles.”   
 

I imagine if, as a student, I was asked to 

draw images of line segments under 

dilations, by plotting points or measuring 

distances, I would be raising my hand 
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asking: “How do we know that these images 

really are straight lines? Maybe our 

measuring tools aren’t sufficiently precise to 

be sure, or the pixels on the computer screen 

are not fine enough to detect slight 

variation? Or maybe we haven’t checked 

large enough examples?  What if we draw a 

line across the state of Nebraska and 

performed a dilation on it? How do we know 

the image would again be straight?” 
 

 
THE CLASSICAL RESOLUTION: 

Those trained in classical geometry can 

indeed prove that dilations take straight line 

segments to straight segments. It is a 

consequence of the similarity principles 

(SAS and AA) for triangles. 
 

Exercise: Consider a dilation with scale 

factor k  centered about a point P  and 

consider a line segment AB .  Suppose A  is 

taken to 'A  and B  to 'B . (Thus 

| ' | | |PA k PA=  and | ' | | |PB k PB= .) 
 

We wish to show that a pointQ on AB  is 

mapped to a point on ' 'A B . 

 

 
Let R  be the point on the line segment 

' 'A B  that intersects the line PQ
����

 as shown.  

i) Explain why ' ' ~A PB APB∆ ∆ . 

Since they are matching angles in similar 

triangles, it follows that x y∠ ≅ ∠ . 

ii) Deduce  ' ~A PR APQ∆ ∆ . 

iii) Deduce | | | |RP k QP=  and hence 

that R  is the image of the point Q  under the 

dilation, just as we hoped to show. 

 

This Classical Answer of course relies on a 

previously stated fundamental belief of 

planar geometry: the similarity principles 

of triangles hold true. 
 

Euclid was very clever to realize that 

triangles are the building blocks of geometry 

– all polygons are composed of triangles, 

and all curved figures can be approximated 

arbitrarily closely by polygons.  Thus 

triangles provide a good focus for a start to a 

theory of geometry.  
 

Also, by comparing ratios of side-lengths 

and angles in pairs of triangles, a focus on 

triangles can begin to capture other 

fundamental features of geometry. For 

example, “straight lines” have the property, 

we believe, that the ratio “rise over run” is 

always the same right triangles we draw 

under them. This is a beginning version of 

the SAS similarity principle. 
 

 
Euclid stated that a complete theory of 

geometry could thus begin with a 

fundamental assumption about the behavior 

of triangles: 
 

Euclid: It shall be assumed in our planar 

geometry that any two triangles satisfying 

the conditions of AA, SAS or SSS are 

“similar” (meaning that all three angles 

match exactly and all three sides match in 

scale).  
 

One has to begin any theory of geometry 

with some stated fundamental assumptions, 

and Euclid was brilliant to realize that this 

similarity assumption can be used a 

powerful starting point. 
 

Comment: Notice that Euclid’s definition 

of “similarity” here makes no mention of 

dilations. Two triangles are called similar if 

their angles match exactly and their sides 

match in scale. (A static definition.) 
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[For a discussion on how to first motivate 

the AA, SAS, SSS principles for students 

via the discussion “What makes a straight 

line straight?” see chapter 10 of my 

GEOMETRY: Vol 1 at www.lulu.com.] 
  
Question: Do the AA, SAS and SSS 

principles hold for triangles drawn on the 

surfaces of spheres?  

(Assume the sides of the triangles drawn are 

made by taut ropes. This is the only 

definition of “straight” we have thus far for 

lines on the surface of a sphere.) 
  

 
THE COMMON CORE ANSWER: 
 

The Common Core in its story of geometry 

wishes to build upon the intuition developed 

through the hands-on experimentation with 

rulers and compasses, transparences (to 

examine translations, rotations and 

reflections), and geometry software.  
 

Its definition of similarity is dynamic: Two 

planar figures are similar if there a sequence 

of translations, rotations, reflections and a 

dilation that maps one onto the other.  
 

But the story developed by the Common 

Core does relies on believing that dilations 

map straight-line segments to straight-line 

segments. There are no AA and SAS 

principles to rely on to prove it true.(*)  
 

Although the Common Core does not say it 

explicitly, it does wish to make the 

proclamation:   
 

Common Core: It shall be assumed in our 

planar geometry that a dilation of scale k  

maps straight-line segments of length L to 

straight-line segment of length kL .  
 

A Euclidean textbook on geometry begins 

with a list of words (“undefined terms”) and 

assumptions (“axioms” and “common 

notions”) about how these terms interact. 

One of the assumptions listed is the triangle 

similarity belief. 
 

A Common Core textbook on geometry 

would also begin with a list of words 

(“undefined terms”) and assumptions 

(“axioms” and “common notions”) about 

how these terms interact, but with the 

triangle similarity belief replaced by a 

statement of dilation belief. 
 

Comment: Young James Tanton would 

have had no trouble with honest explicit 

statements of assumptions: “Let’s take as a 

fundamental belief in this study of geometry 

that …”.  

(And he would have been delighted by what 

is implied with the use of the word “this”!)  
 

So …  

ARE ANY TWO CIRCLES SIMILAR? 

In the Common Core textbook – absolutely! 

The proof we first supplied is valid as we 

have taken it as a belief that dilations behave 

the way we wish them to behave. And it 

follows that the value of π  is the same for 

all circles too (once we have established that 

all curved segments change in length by the 

scale of the dilation too).  
 

 
A PEDAGOGICAL COMMENT: 

Students are not going to encounter the AA, 

SAS, and SSS principles in their story of 

geometry (*) and we run the risk, in our play 

with rulers and compasses and 

transparencies, of giving the students the 

message: 
 

If something seems true, it must be true. 
 

I would like our next generation of world-

thinkers to be discerning thinkers, to 

constantly ask:  

What is it I know? How do I know what I 

know? What am I choosing to believe for 

the purposes of moving forward?  
 

The study of geometry is perhaps the first 

key place in mathematics where the art 

identifying beliefs and assumptions is 

developed, and the need for doing so is 

espoused. 
 

Let’s make sure that we, as educators, truly 

teach and model for students the crucial 

practice of searching for, identifying and 

articulating assumptions. (Be they about 

dilations, or about practices in living our 

lives!)  
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APPENDIX: FINAL EXTRA TIDBITS 

 

THE CLASSICAL PROOF THAT PI IS 

THE SAME FOR ALL CIRCLES: 
 

By dividing a circle into sectors with 

N radii of angle 360 / N�

 between 

adjacent pairs we can construct a regular 

polygon that sits inside a circle. And using 

the triangle similarity principles, we can 

prove that the ratio perimeter

twice radius
 is the same 

for any two regular polygons with equal 

numbers of sides.  

 
i) Explain why the two shaded 

triangles are similar. 

ii) Explain why 
R

b a
r

= . 

iii) Deduce that 
2 2

Na Nb

r R
= . 

Now … 

iv)  By increasing the number of sides under 

consideration, develop an argument to 

explain why the ratio circumference

twice radius
 must be 

the same for any two circles. 
 

Comment: The classical approach here has 

to follow a conceptually thorny “limit” 

argument. (But so too does the Common 

Core dilation-based approach when we 

discuss how curved lengths change! 

.) 

 

Question: The Common Core dilation-based 

approach makes it clear what the statement 

“two circles are similar” means. But in the 

classical approach, similarity is described 

only via “matching angles and matching 

sides up to scale.” What does “two circles 

are similar” mean in the classical context?  

 

DO DILATIONS WORK ON A SPHERE   

                    - YES OR NO? 
 

This question provides an opportunity for 

some super exploration!  
 

Does it seem appropriate to accept: 
 

A dilation of scale k  maps straight-line 

segments of length L to straight-line 

segment of length kL .  

 

for the geometry of a sphere? 
 

There are two components to this 

assumption: 
 

i) Our definition of “straight” is given by a 

“taut rope” on the surface of the sphere. 

Does it seem that dilations push sections of 

taut rope to shapes matching other taut 

ropes? 

 
Worth experimenting on an actual sphere? 
 

ii)  Is the “scaling” correct for dilations on 

the surface of a sphere? For example, is a 

circle at half the radius of that for the 

equator half as long as the equator? 

 
 

Comment: It turns out the answer to both 

seems is no.  Any “proof” that relies on the 

properties of dilations for the geometry of a 

sphere is thus suspect. 
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(*) THE COMMON CORE HAS NOT 

ABANDONED AA, SAS and SSS !!! 
 

Having developed geometry with the 

dynamism of translations, rotations, 

reflections and dilations at its base, and 

hopefully laying bare our fundamental 

beliefs about them (PLEASE! Lay the 

fundamental assumptions bare!) the 

Common Core State Standards do want 

students to understand the classical 

congruence similarity principles of triangles!  
 

Standards G.CO.7 and G.CO.8 ask students 

to prove the ASA, SAS, and SSS 

congruence principles for triangles, and 

standards G.SRT.2 and G.SRT.3 the AA 

similarity principle for triangles.  
 

[See illustrativemathematics.org for some 

indication as to how these proofs are meant 

to go.] 
 

This sequence in the curriculum is hard 

technical work. It is going to be a challenge 

for educators to bring motivation and life to 

it. (I personally would go back to a 

discussion of “What do we think straight 

means?”)    
 

Comment: In this essay I have focused 

solely on dilations. As one studies 

translations, rotations, and reflections, one 

must be making fundamental assumptions 

about their properties too! Can you list the 

key properties we like to believe about 

them? Do these properties hold in spherical 

geometry? 
 

EXERCISE: Prove that every rotation is the 

composition of two reflections. Prove that 

every translation is also a composition of 

two reflections. (So a study of 

transformational geometry involves only 

two operations: reflections and dilations?)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
FINAL FINAL COMMENT:  

 

I have heard some educators express 

particular delight in the use of dilations as a 

base for a theory of geometry for one 

additional respect.  
 

As I have hinted at in this essay, it is very 

difficult to pin down what it means for a line 

to be “straight.” Some have suggested using 

property v) of dilations as the very definition 

of straightness. 
 

“Definition”: A curve in planar geometry is 

straight if there is a dilation that maps the 

curve onto itself.  
 

This way we can use dilations to show that 

right triangles under a straight curve map to 

new right triangles with the same “rise over 

run” and prove that straight lines have 

constant slope, and so on. All sounds grand. 
 

One trouble … How do we define what a 

dilation is in the first place? Did we not use 

the word “collinear,” meaning “on the same 

straight line,” in its definition? We need to 

watch out that we don’t create a theory of 

geometry based on circular reasoning! 
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